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I WILL TRACK YOU DOWN AND I WILL CASTRATE YOU!!!
I'm sorry didn't mean to hurt ur feelings.
I'm sorry didn't mean to hurt ur feelings

Stop oppressing me

stop
I'm sorry didn't mean to Hurt ur feelings.
Ever Wonder Why The World is so Diabolically Evil? Meet the Man That Plans it That Way. The Black Pope Adolfo Nicolas, the Most Powerful Man in the World and Behind the Plan for a New World Order.

1. The Superior General of the Jesuits The Black Pope, Adolfo Nicolas and his 6 generals control the “White Pope” and the Vatican and the entire list below.

2. The Illuminati, Zionists, globalist Elites, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Bilderberg group, Freemasons, Council of 300, the United Nations and the Council of Trent.

3. The Jesuits control the Knights Templar, Knights of Columbus and the Knights of Malta.

4. The CIA, FBI, NSA, ASIO, MI5, MI6, NCIS, FSB, DGSE, Mossad and every intelligence agency in the world are masonic and controlled by the Jesuits.

5. The Jesuits have infiltrated most governments & Leaders including Obama, making them puppets that carry out Jesuit orders.

(Click See More) This info on who pulls the strings is the most important thing that we will post on www.facebook.com/CitizensActionNetwork .... Knowledge = Power
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IF BRITNEY CAN MAKE IT THROUGH 2007

WE CAN MAKE IT THROUGH THIS DAY
During Biden's 4 day tour of Rex84 FEMA camps, Biden was given demonstrations of fully modern and humane guillotines.
DANGER

EVIL PEOPLE IN CHARGE

World War III
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EVIL PEOPLE IN CHARGE

World War III
I WILL HUNT YOU DOWN. I WILL FIND YOU,

AND I WILL KILL YOU.
Another world is possible
Another world is possible
Another world is possible
THINK
What we tell you to think.
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THE EVIL EMPIRE

Self-Explanatory

Politifake.org
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I visited the CIA's website
...and all I got was a lousy TRACKING COOKIE!
I visited the CIA's website
...and all I got was a lousy TRACKING COOKIE!

This is your brain...
This is your brain on drugs...
And this is the CIA...

* This is before Advance Auto Parts was burned down.

From: http://youtube.be/uT0uaZ5Ymeo

"alone" car
flame starter flashlight
* This is before Advance Auto Parts was burned down.

From:
http://youtube.be/uT0uaZ5Ymeo

By:
John Carter

"alone" car

flame starter flashlight
Little money for Ferguson, scene of rare U.S. suburban riots

By Edward McAllister and David Greising

(Reuters) - Sonya Roberts' liquor store in Ferguson, Missouri was vandalized during rioting in August and November, and with no government aid available, she is relying on Internet crowd-funding and a credit union loan to keep afloat.

"I don't know if I am going to survive past the end of the month," said Roberts, 46, whose insurance does not cover the $37,000 worth of damage to her store on West Florissant Avenue. The roadway was the main thoroughfare for looting and arson after a grand jury last week decided not to charge a white police officer in the shooting of a black teenager.

In Ferguson, more than 50 businesses were damaged, 19 severely, according to city records. Where business once thrived, police tape flaps in the wind. Dozens of storefronts are boarded up, while others lie gutted by fire. Many residents said they were staying away from the badly hit areas.

INSURANCE CLAIMS

The federal government has programs to ease financial distress in cities with more than 50,000 people, ranging from stabilizing economically stricken neighborhoods to disaster recovery assistance. But as a city of 21,000 people, Ferguson is too small to qualify.

The state has not helped much so far.

Nixon canceled a plan to call a special legislative session on compensating Ferguson for the cost of policing the riots after Republican legislators argued there was no need to spend on security beyond the amount in the existing state budget.

Disaster aid from the Federal Emergency Management Agency will not be forthcoming, the state was told in August, because such emergency aid does not cover acts of civil unrest, Nixon's spokesman, Scott Holste said.

The rioting in Ferguson, just north of St. Louis, caps a period of financial decline, made even worse by natural disasters. Tornadoes hit the small city of roughly 9,000 homes in 2011 and 2013. Its most recent budget, published in June, describes its recovery from the recession as "glacial".
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Ferguson-Area Fires Occurred Over 1.5 Square Miles

Nov 25, 2014, 9:19 AM ET

By ABC NEWS via GOOD MORNING AMERICA

Many of the fires occurred along Florissant Avenue, a business corridor in the area. Fires occurred at the following businesses:

- Little Caesar’s, 10716 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- Public Storage, 9291 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- Sam’s Meat Market & More, 9241 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- A car near Dellwood City Hall, 1415 Chambers Rd., Ferguson
- Cars at Dellwood Recreation Center, 10266 West Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- AutoZone, 9947 W Florissant Ave., Dellwood
- Walgreens, 190 N Florissant Rd., Ferguson
- Gas station, 10280 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- #HealSTL, 9171 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- TitleMax Title Loans, 9814 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- Advance Auto Parts, 9846 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- Juanita’s Fashions R Boutique, 9844 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- Ferguson Market and Liquor Store, 9109 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- O’Reilly Auto Parts, 9811 W Florissant Ave., Dellwood
- Discount Tire, 9801 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis
- JC Wireless/Beauty Town, 9151 W Florissant Ave., St. Louis

By: John Carter

---
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This document summarizes the recommendations of the West Florissant Great Streets demonstration project sponsored by East-West Gateway Council of Governments, the Cities of Dellwood and Ferguson, and St. Louis County. The planning process commenced in November 2013 and concluded June 30, 2014.

DELLWOOD TOWN CENTER, CORRIDOR SEGMENT 3

The intersection of West Florissant Avenue at Chambers Road, in Dellwood, is an important central site that has regional access and convenient connections to downtown Ferguson. Dellwood City Hall, Dellwood Park and the Recreation Center are major civic assets in this area, and Dellwood Crossing is one of the most successful retail centers along the corridor. However, older retail is struggling and Springwood Plaza has been vacant and unproductive for several years.
WEST FLORISSIONT

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE & SURVEY

Last Chance for Input!
The redesign of West Florissant Avenue through the Cities of Dellwood and Ferguson is almost complete.
Come view plans that will make the corridor more prosperous, attractive, pleasing and safe.
Share your thoughts on the bright future ahead!

Attend the Public Open House
Wednesday, June 4, 2014
6:00pm - 8:00pm
St. Louis Community College
Florissant Valley
Center For Workforce Innovation
(Old Circuit City Building)
Rooms 135 and 136
3344 Pershall Road / Ferguson, MO 63135

Take the Online Survey
CLICK HERE
OR
Visit www.WestFlorissantAve.com and click the "Take the Survey" link to leave your feedback.

By: John Carter

---
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About the Project

The Cities of Dellwood and Fergusos joined with East-West Gateway Council of Governments and St. Louis County to re-imagine West Florissant Avenue to:

- help improve economic conditions
- create an attractive and pleasing sense of place
- help vehicles, bicyclists and people move safely through the corridor

The project considered a wide range of improvements to West Florissant Avenue between the Buzz Westfall Plaza Shopping Center to the south and Interstate 270 to the north. The plan and its Executive Summary can be downloaded from the links to the right.
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Hacked By #GOP
Warning:
We've already warned you, and this is just a beginning. We continue till our request be met.
We've obtained all your internal data including your secrets and top secrets. If you don't obey us, we'll release data shown below to the world.
Determine what will you do till November the 24th, 11:00 PM.(GMT).
Data Link:

SPEData.rar https://anonfiles.com/file/1dbdc899433692828e0fcede8396ed0ae

SPEData.zip https://anonfiles.com/file/c32502c6bd3d4338bd26f6948b982caf
Concentration Camps For Americans

http://www.mediafire.com/?klkavjoc6iasq58
I am no expert on blast effects to residential structures, but the scene looks like decompression damage and not typical blast wave damage. It is definitely easier to destroy a house than a building. There is a possibility that this was a secondary explosion.

Possibly stepped down to do the housework. It appears to be gone, and there appears to be a depression. These homes have window wells which means they have wall foundations with windows and doors. A structure without at all would indicate a high-explosive site.
ADVANCED HACKING
THE ART OF EXPLOITATION
TOOLS
Hacking: The Art of Exploitation Tools
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The HSEEP Training Course

The HSEEP Training Course incorporates exercise guidance and best practices from the HSEEP Volumes. Throughout the course, participants will learn about exercise-related topics including program management, design and development, conduct, evaluation, and improvement planning.

The HSEEP Training Course is an interactive course that allows participants to share personal lessons.

The course has been developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) using input from Federal partners, subject matter experts (SMEs), and State and local representatives. HSEEP is a capabilities-based exercise program that includes a cycle, mix, and range of exercise activities of varying degrees of complexity and interaction. The purpose of HSEEP is to build self-sustaining exercise programs and provide a standardized methodology for designing, developing, conducting, and evaluating all exercises.

Participant Preparation

Participants need a basic knowledge of exercise design and HSEEP terminology. Therefore, participants are required to complete Independent Study (IS-120.A, An Introduction to Exercises), before attending the HSEEP Training Course. The IS course takes approximately 3 to 5 hours to complete. To complete this requirement, follow these steps:

- Go to training.fema.gov/EMAWebIS/IS120A.asp and select “Interactive Web-based Course”.
- After completing the modules, select “Take Final Exam”.
- Obtain proof of completion of the course.

Additionally, the HSEEP Training Course will briefly cover other DHS initiatives. As such, it is recommended that participants complete the following IS courses:

- IS-130: Exercise Evaluation and Improvement Planning
- IS-138: Exercise Design
- IS-700: HMIS, An Introduction
- IS-800B, National Response Framework: An Introduction

The course will be held at the Sandy Hook Fire Department, address below.

Location: 18 Riverside Road, Sandy Hook CT
This event is 37 miles from you (06105).

8 AM - 5 PM
Contact: Tom Rorsho
Email: thomas.rorsho@ct.gov
Phone: 860 250-0844
The HSEEP Training Course

The HSEEP Training Course incorporates exercise guidance and best practices from the HSEEP Volumes. Throughout the course, participants will learn about exercise-related topics including program management, design and development, conduct, evaluation, and improvement planning.

The HSEEP Training Course is an interactive course that allows participants to share personal lessons...

The course has been developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) using input from Federal partners, subject matter experts (SMEs), and State and local representatives. HSEEP is a capabilities-based exercise program that includes a cycle, mix, and range of exercise activities of varying degrees of complexity and interaction. The purpose of HSEEP is to build self-sustaining exercise programs and provide a standardized methodology for designing, developing, conducting, and evaluating all exercises.

Participant Preparation

Participants need a basic knowledge of exercise design and HSEEP terminology. Therefore, participants are required to complete Independent Study (IS)-120A, An Introduction to Exercises, before attending the HSEEP Training Course. The IS course takes approximately 3 to 5 hours to complete. To complete this requirement, follow these steps:

- Go to training.fema.gov/EMAWebGIS120A.asp and select "Interactive Web-based Course".
- After completing the modules, select "Take Final Exam".
- Obtain proof of completion of the course.

Additionally, the HSEEP Training Course will briefly cover other DHS initiatives. As such, it is recommended that participants complete the following IS courses:

- IS-130: Exercise Evaluation and Improvement Planning
- IS-138: Exercise Design
- IS-705: NIMS, An Introduction
- IS-800B: National Response Framework, An Introduction

The course will be held at the Sandy Hook Fire Department, address below:

Location: 1B Riverside Road, Sandy Hook CT
This event is 37 miles from you (06106).
8 AM - 5 PM
Contact: Tom Rinaldo
Email: thomas.rinaldo@ct.gov
Phone: 860 263-0044

Location: 1B Riverside Road, Sandy Hook CT
This event is 37 miles from you (06106).
The HSEEP Training Course

The HSEEP Training Course incorporates exercise guidance and best practices from the HSEEP Volumes. Throughout the course, participants will learn about exercise-related topics including program management, design and development, conduct, evaluation, and improvement planning.

The HSEEP Training Course is an interactive course that allows participants to share personal lessons.

The course has been developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) using input from Federal partners, subject matter experts (SMEs), State and local representatives. HSEEP is a capabilities-based exercise program that includes a cycle, mix, and range of exercise activities of varying degrees of complexity and interaction. The purpose of HSEEP is to build self-sustaining exercise programs and provide a standardized methodology for designing, developing, conducting, and evaluating all exercises.

Participant Preparation

Participants need a basic knowledge of exercise design and HSEEP terminology. Therefore, participants are required to complete Independent Study IS-120-A, An Introduction to Exercises, before attending the HSEEP Training Course. The IS course takes approximately 3 to 5 hours to complete. To complete this requirement, follow these steps:

1. Go to training.fema.gov/EMAW/web/SIS/120A.asp and select “Interactive Web-based Course”.
2. After completing the modules, select “Take Final Exam”.
3. Obtain proof of completion of the course.

Additionally, the HSEEP Training Course will briefly cover other DHS initiatives. As such, it is recommended that participants complete the following IS courses:

- IS-130: Exercise Evaluation and Improvement Planning
- IS-138: Exercise Design
- IS-700: NIMS, An Introduction
- IS-800B: National Response Framework, An Introduction

The course will be held at the Sandy Hook Fire Department, address below:

Location: 18 Riverside Road, Sandy Hook CT
This event is 37 miles from you (06109).

8 AM - 5 PM
Contact: Tom Romano
Email: thom.romano@ct.gov
Phone: 860 263-0844
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As He Is so are we in this world
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Swedish official admits toxic 'chemtrails' are real, not a wild conspiracy theory

According to Hagberg, the sprayings, a joint endeavor by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA), are actually a toxic mix of chemicals, viruses, and metals that she has collectively referred to as "chemtrails."
Swedish official admits toxic 'chemtrails' are real, not a wild conspiracy theory

According to Hagberg, the sprayings, a joint endeavor by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA), are actually a toxic mix of chemicals, viruses, and metals that she has collectively referred to as "chemtrails."
I'm an Air Force General and I can bomb people indiscriminately anywhere I like.
Swedish official admits toxic 'chemtrails' are real, not a wild conspiracy theory

According to Hagberg, the sprayings, a joint endeavor by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA), are actually a toxic mix of chemicals, viruses, and metals that she has collectively referred to as "chemtrails."
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FIGHT BACK
The odds don't matter anymore.
FREE ENCRYPTION TOOLS COLLECTIONS
http://www.mediafire.com/?d6z5da2h5tlkw
Who’s to blame for the Iraq war?

I wonder what they were thinking, when they built this place?
I wonder what they were thinking, when they built this place?
I wonder what they were thinking, when they built this place?
Banned in Britain (oh my)
Notice there is no blood here, even though at this point our "terrorist" has sawed the neck a few times, and more importantly, notice the position of the "victim"

The "victims" position was important to notice, because if it really did happen that way, and this beheading was real which would have involved a lot of twitching and jerking, WHY IS THE SAND CLEAN EVERYWHERE BUT WHERE THE BLOOD WAS POURED? Beheadings spurt like CRAZY, WHERE IS THE MESS?

AND, A SALIENT POINT: You mean to say that puny little knife, sawing back and forth, cut the neck off as clean as the headmount on a department store dummy? WHAT A LAUGH!

THIS KNIFE>>
Cut clean as the mount on a DUMMY!>>>>>

Can you say CPR DOLL? I knew you could!
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THE ENEMY
THE DOMESTIC TERRORIST

- For the Recovery Act and Stimulus Bill
- For taking control of General Motors
- For spending the wealth of six generations not yet born
- For insulting and endangering our allies like Israel
- For driving up Unemployment to double digits for years to come
- For promising the Soviets to cut America’s Nuclear defense in half and thus putting Every American in danger
- For destroying the Housing Market
- For developing Radical Revolutionary plans to overthrow the United States
- For your continuous support of radical Black Panthers, ACORN, and SEIU
- For Appointing Communist and Marxist Czars who seek to overthrow America
- For Treason Against the United States
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the New World Order
Coming to an American City Near You
voxfluX
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